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Vazakas: The Equal Tribunal

POETRY

357
FEAR

Build °a case ~gainst yourself,
.Submit yourself to doom.
Escape on planes of fire's holdLeaving light of loom.
Against the window is the Sun
And leaning, is the treeAlways shading love's tryst
Weaving leaves for sea.
Parting is beginning,
(Life of dreaming-pain)
Giving you to my life,
-Giving life again.

.

THE EQUAL TRIBU-NALS
The afternoon, acute to the loiterer,
hastens toward degrees of sweat.
In the vaulted room the hum of fans is like an old repose to~
Sad to judge and seldom willing to
decide. The guilt that waits
before the bar meets nothing,
meets no opposite, but seems
Composite with th~mott1ed walls,the accurate droning fly. The.
-court decides, will lesson in
the name of mass its interest,
Focussing, like absent furniture, on
a strange 3IDd disheartening space.
I say this DOW: I have the long
night before me, the static end
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Engrained in, motion from the rising
to the falling arm. Like a voice
heard through arches, it is the
voice of -myself echoing itself
As when the feverish cries of children
call hollowly across an airless
evening. It is tlJe guilty I who
accents all these neutral things

With fear. It is I to whoDLl the closed
door is a wall; to whom the space
between us is immeasurable. Fear
is intangible, and death; yet you
Who've watched cessation of· the breath .
know how tangible I And now I stand,
as I've so often stood, -it seems
continuation of a dream-dreading
The mouth's strict downward curve, the
frown, and the refused requ~st. Now
is the final judgment and the final
fear, and now, I know, the final
Death. But that to your judicial black
is abstract too, an idea like a bitter
cake that one must eat to have it. To
you the correlation is complete. And
Perhaps, not less to me to whom deduction
from a fact alone is false. Yet
through the dust-filled crevice in
the HOOT, the sense of nakedness
Creeps back, my educated fear. And although
the faces that I face are featureless" I .
worry the bland im~atience of the clock,
fret at the sunlight stippling the windowsill.
'" BYRON V AZAKAS
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